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Three two-component particles with zero-range
interactions under one-dimensional confinement



Experimentally available areExperimentally available are
ManyMany--component systemscomponent systems
Systems consisting of particles of different symmetry (fermions Systems consisting of particles of different symmetry (fermions and and 
bosons)bosons)
Particles confined within a trap of arbitrary dimension (1D, 2D,Particles confined within a trap of arbitrary dimension (1D, 2D, quasiquasi--
1D, quasi1D, quasi--2D)2D)
Examples Examples 66Li Li -- 4040K , K , 66Li Li --133133Cs, Cs, 77Li Li -- 8787SrSr

The role of the admixture in The role of the admixture in ultracoldultracold gasesgases
First step is to study a threeFirst step is to study a three--body system with two identical particles body system with two identical particles 
and a different third particleand a different third particle
Aim: twoAim: two--component systems in 1D, 2D, 3D, in harmonic traps component systems in 1D, 2D, 3D, in harmonic traps 

Spectra, some scattering characteristics Spectra, some scattering characteristics 
Contact interaction allows one to obtain the universal descriptiContact interaction allows one to obtain the universal description of on of 
the fewthe few--body system at low energybody system at low energy

IntroductionIntroduction



Two identical particles of massTwo identical particles of mass mm, and distinct one of mass, and distinct one of mass mm11

Hamiltonian reads asHamiltonian reads as

•• where strength of the attraction between different particleswhere strength of the attraction between different particles (1 (1 ии 2), (1 2), (1 ии
3) 3) λλ<0;<0;

•• strength of the interaction between identical particlesstrength of the interaction between identical particles λλ11

Units Units ħħ==||λλ||==mm=1=1
AimAim

Dependence of the bound state energies and scattering lengthsDependence of the bound state energies and scattering lengths A A ((of the of the 
third particle off a bound pair of different particlesthird particle off a bound pair of different particles) ) andand AA11 ((of the third of the third 
particle off a bound pair of identical particlesparticle off a bound pair of identical particles) ) on the  parameters of the on the  parameters of the 
systemsystem

Parameters : m/m1; λ1/ λ, parityParameters : m/m1; λ1/ λ, parity

ProblemProblem



Analytical results
Bosonic system with λλ11==∞∞ correspond to fermionic system with λλ11==00

Two light particles and heavy oneTwo light particles and heavy one m/mm/m11=0=0
••NoninteractingNoninteracting identical bosonsidentical bosons λλ11=0=0

•one bound state with E=-1
•scattering at threshold energy Eth = -1/2 with A=1

••Infinite repulsion of identical bosonsInfinite repulsion of identical bosons λλ11==∞∞ (fermions for λλ11==0)0)
•no bound states,
•scattering at threshold energy Eth = -1/2 with A=0

Particles with identical massesParticles with identical masses m/mm/m11=1=1
••Three identical Three identical partilcespartilces λλ11 == λλ ((analytical solution is known foranalytical solution is known for N particles [1N particles [1,,2]2]))
[1] [1] E. H. Lieb and W. Liniger Phys. Rev. 130 1605 (1963)
[2] [2] J. B. McGuire J. Math. Phys. 5, 622 (1964)

•one bound state with E=-1
•scattering at threshold energy E’th = -1/4 with A=∞

••NoninteractingNoninteracting identical bosonsidentical bosons λλ11=0 =0 
•The transcendental equation for energy of the ground state is found in 

[M. Girardeau J. Math. Phys. 1, 516 (1960)] 
••Infinite repulsion of identical bosonsInfinite repulsion of identical bosons λλ11==∞∞ (fermions for λλ11==0)0)

•scattering at threshold energy Eth = -1/4 with A=∞
For m/mFor m/m11≥≥1 at least one bound state exists 1 at least one bound state exists 
For For m/mm/m11 = 1 = 1 exactly one bound state exists for any exactly one bound state exists for any λλ11//λλ and symmetry of the system



Asymptotic dependencies
Even states

Infinite attraction strength of identical bosons λλ11→→--∞∞

Two heavy bosons and one light particle m/mm/m11→→∞∞

The interpolation of the calculated critical values m/mm/m11, at which the NN-th bound state 
appears, gives C ≈2.60 for λ1→∞ and λ1 = 0;

δ =0.73 for λ1→∞
δ = 0.22 for λ1 = 0.

Odd states
Two heavy bosons and one light particle m/mm/m11→→∞∞



Critical mass ratios m/m1, at which 2+1 scattering length becomes zero (A = 0), and 
at which the N-th three-body bound state appears (A→∞). Calculation was done for 
even states with zero λ1 = 0 and infinite λ1→∞ interaction strength between identical 
bosons.

Critical mass ratios m/mm/m11, at which 2+1 scattering length becomes zero ((A A = 0)= 0), and 
at which the NN-th three-body bound state appears ((AA→∞→∞)). Calculation was done for 
even states with zero λλ11 = 0= 0 and infinite λλ11→∞→∞ interaction strength between identical 
bosons.

Numerical calculation

N

•• for bosonic system with for bosonic system with λλ11→∞→∞ and and λλ11=0=0
•• for fermionic system with for fermionic system with λλ11=0=0



Even parity statesEven parity states

Dependence of the three-body binding energies E3 (left) and arctg 2 + 1 scattering lengths A (right) 
of mass-ratio for even parity states. Analytical solutions are marked by circles
Red line: three-body system with two identical bosons and λ1 = 0
Blue line: three-body system with two identical bosons and λ1→∞

with two identical fermions and λ1 = 0

Dependence of the threeDependence of the three--body binding energiesbody binding energies EE33 ((leftleft) ) and and arctgarctg 2 + 12 + 1 scattering lengthsscattering lengths AA ((rightright) ) 
of massof mass--ratio for ratio for even parityeven parity statesstates.. Analytical solutions are marked by circlesAnalytical solutions are marked by circles
Red lineRed line:: threethree--body system with two identical bosons and body system with two identical bosons and λλ11 = 0= 0
Blue line:Blue line: threethree--body system with two identical bosons andbody system with two identical bosons and λλ11→∞→∞

with two identiwith two identical fermions and cal fermions and λλ11 = 0= 0



Odd parity statesOdd parity states

There is no odd parity bound
states for three-body system with 
two-identical noninteracting
bosons (λ1 = 0).
Shown are numerical calculation
and asymptotic dependence at 
large m/m1 of the 2 + 1 scattering 
lengths A of mass-ratio 

There is no There is no odd parity odd parity boundbound
states for threestates for three--body system with body system with 
twotwo--identical identical noninteractingnoninteracting
bosonsbosons ((λλ11 = 0).= 0).
Shown areShown are numericalnumerical calculationcalculation
and and asymptoticasymptotic dependence at dependence at 
largelarge m/mm/m1 1 of the of the 2 + 12 + 1 scattering scattering 
lengthslengths AA of massof mass--ratio ratio 



Phase diagram (even parity)Phase diagram (even parity)

Three-body system with two identical 
bosons. λ<0 and λ1 are the strengths of 
the potential between different and 
identical particles.

A schematic diagram shows a number 
of the three-body bound states (marked 
by N) and a sign of the (2+1)-scattering 
length (marked by ±) as a function of 
the mass m/m1 and interaction-strength 
λ1/ |λ| ratios (see figure).  

Blue and red lines divide the areas with 
different numbers of the bound states
and sign of the 2+1 scattering length, 
respectively.

Three-body system with two identical 
bosons. λλ<0<0 and λλ11 are the strengths of 
the potential between different and 
identical particles.

A schematic diagram shows a number 
of the three-body bound states (marked 
by NN) and a sign of the (2+1)-scattering 
length (marked by ±±) as a function of 
the mass m/mm/m11 and interaction-strength 
λλ11/ |/ |λλ|| ratios (see figure).  

BlueBlue and redred lines divide the areas with 
different numbers of the bound statesdifferent numbers of the bound states
and sign of the 2+1 scattering lengthsign of the 2+1 scattering length, 
respectively.

O.I. Kartavtsev, O.I. Kartavtsev, A.V.MalykhA.V.Malykh S.A. S.A. SofianosSofianos ''Bound states and scattering of three one''Bound states and scattering of three one--
dimensional particles withdimensional particles with a contact interaction'a contact interaction'‘‘,, JETP JETP 135135, 2 (2009), 2 (2009)



Peculiarities of Peculiarities of nDnD--dimensional threedimensional three--body body 
systems at low energysystems at low energy

2D2D
there is no Efimov, no Tomas states
energy and the number of the bound states increase with 
increasing m/mm/m11
Fermi statistics: the first trimer appears at m/mm/m11 ≃ 3.33 ( p-
wave)
Bose statistics: bound states appear at any m/mm/m11

[[L. Pricoupenko, P. Pedri, Universal three-body bound states in planar atomic
wave guides, arXive:0812.3718arXive:0812.3718]] 11
3D: 3D: EfimovEfimov effect a effect a →∞→∞ (Tomas R(Tomas Ree→→00) ) ––

infinite number of the bound statesinfinite number of the bound states
requires an additional parameter, which determines the wave funcrequires an additional parameter, which determines the wave function in tion in 
the vicinity of the triplethe vicinity of the triple--collision pointcollision point



L=0        infinite number of the bound L=0        infinite number of the bound 
statesstates
L>0 L>0 

a<0         no bound statesa<0         no bound states
Infinite number of the bound state appears at Infinite number of the bound state appears at 
m/mm/m11>(m/m>(m/m11))CLCL
Finite number of the bound states exists for Finite number of the bound states exists for 
m/mm/m11≤≤ (m/m(m/m11))CLCL

L=1,3,5,7,9,L=1,3,5,7,9,…… if particlesif particles 2 and 3 2 and 3 –– fermionsfermions

L=2,4,6,8,10L=2,4,6,8,10……if particlesif particles 2 and 3 2 and 3 –– bosons  bosons  
How many bound states can appear at How many bound states can appear at 
m/mm/m11≤≤ (m/m(m/m11))CL CL ??

NNmaxmax≈≈1.11.1

3D: Main properties of the spectrum



3D: Mass3D: Mass--ratio dependence of energies L=1ratio dependence of energies L=1

Examples of the bound states
7Li 87Sr2 : m/m1=12.4
6Li 87Sr2 : m/m1=14.5
6Li 133Cs2 : m/m1=22.16 
6Li 135Cs2 : m/m1=22.5
4He133Cs2 : m/m1=33.25

Examples of the bound states
7Li 87Sr2 : m/m1=12.4
6Li 87Sr2 : m/m1=14.5
6Li 133Cs2 : m/m1=22.16 
6Li 135Cs2 : m/m1=22.5
4He133Cs2 : m/m1=33.25

L=1

L=2



3D: Below critical values m/mm/m11<<λλii bound states become a 
resonance

Example: p-wave resonance

As discussed in [Phys. Rev. Lett. 
103, 153202 (2009)] these 
resonances can become a bound 
state. As example, for 40K- 6Li 
system it is possible to put system 
into quasi-two-dimensional 
confinement. (Calculation with 
solution a integro-differential 
equation in the momentum space)

As discussed in [Phys. Rev. Lett. 
103, 153202 (2009)] these 
resonances can become a bound 
state. As example, for 40K- 6Li 
system it is possible to put system 
into quasi-two-dimensional 
confinement. (Calculation with 
solution a integro-differential 
equation in the momentum space)



Comparison of results for 1D, 2D, 3DComparison of results for 1D, 2D, 3D

For fermionic system the first threeFor fermionic system the first three--body bound state appears body bound state appears 
at at m/mm/m11=1 =1 in 1Din 1D, 3, 3..33 33 in 2D and  in 2D and  88..1726017260 in 3Din 3D
For bosonic system with For bosonic system with noninteractingnoninteracting bosons excited state bosons excited state 

appears at appears at m/mm/m11=2=2..869539869539 in 1D, in 1D, 11..77 77 in 2Din 2D, , EfimovEfimov effect effect 
in 3Din 3D
Condition Condition εε33<<εε22 means stability of means stability of ultracoldultracold gases of twogases of two--
atom molecule against appearance of the threeatom molecule against appearance of the three--atom moleculeatom molecule
For fermionic system For fermionic system εε33==εε22 for for m/mm/m11=49=49..83358335 in 1Din 1D, 18, 18..33 in in 
2D2D and and 1212..6947169471 in 3Din 3D
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